10 million F cfa

to be won in BANKO Friday, March 6th

Start of the race
5:25 p.m.

Wednesday, March 4th 2020

THE TURF
N° 054

TUESDAY, MARCH 3rd
WIN 4 MILLION F CFA IN

AMIENS - TROTTING RACE - 7 to 10 YEARS - 2,900 M. - PRIX MOËT ET CHANDON - 23,000 € - 7th RACE - 16 RUNNERS

INFOS QUINTÉ! After making a huge impression at Cagnes-sur-Mer on January 9, VÄSTERBO HARD CASH has since disappointed on two occasions. The flat profile would favour it. Let’s select it ahead of BASCO DE VILLODON, who has not been barefooted on the 4 since May 2019 and a victory at Chalons. DE LA CHENEVIERE is not obvious but is quality makes no doubts. BESLOISE VERDERIE has just emerged. COOL DES PLAINES is extra from its return. TELLEMASTORY concluded with much steam last time. CAGNARD DE BETTON should be selected again. CALBA DU PONT has not said its last word.

SELECTION:  13 - 15 - 1 - 12 - 8 - 16 - 14 - 5

Franck CARDI
13 - VÄSTERBO HARD CASH
12 - BESLOISE VERDERIE
16 - TELLEMASTORY
15 - BASCO DE VILLODON

(Tiercé Magazine)

Francois DUPRE
13 - VÄSTERBO HARD CASH
15 - BASCO DE VILLODON
8 - COOL DES PLAINESS
5 - CALBA DU PONT

(Jockey’s Selection)

The THE ORIGINAL SYNTHESE OF LE TURF.FR
13 - 15 - 1 - 8 - 12 - 5 - 16 - 4 - 6 - 3 - 10 - 9 - 2 - 11 - 7

Typical finish
(judging from latest performances)

MODEL SELECTION
1 - 13 - 8 - 15 - 5 - 12 - 14 - 6 - 4 - 9 - 3 - 10 - 2 - 7 - 11

FINAL ODDS-TIERCÉ MAGAZINE
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1. De la Chenevière
   30a Da (19) 6a Da 9a
   RECORD: 2900 1'13"8 3m F7 81,370 4/1
   Drivers: L. Gaborit (H. Barbier)
   It is not obvious but it is worth a race of this nature. Going by the good things done so far, it has a place in the right combination.

2. Curacao
   8a (19) 1a 11a 1a 11a
   RECORD: 2900 1'15"4 3m G8 82,900 61/1
   Drivers: J. Travers (E. Desruetz)
   Last victory was in amaters (October 2019). It is a contender at another level with clear-cut ambitions. It is limited at the margin.

3. Cocktail du Loup
   0a 11a Da 15a 1a 1a 11a 1a
   RECORD: 2900 1'15"7 3m M8 83,340 51/1
   Drivers: M. Varin (M. Varin)
   Disqualified last time, its form is subject to caution. Let’s retain this horse for speculative bets. To be seen again!

4. Bellino de Bolero
   7a Da 1a 6a 5a 5a 8a 6a
   RECORD: 2900 1'14"7 3m G9 83,360 36/1
   Drivers: B. Harv (E. Cosset-Hardy)
   It has shown nothing for a long time now, let’s be cautious about commending this horse strongly to stakers. For another time.

5. Calba du Pont
   (19) 11a 0a 11a 6a 3a 7a
   RECORD: 2900 1'14"1 3m F8 83,880 19/1
   Drivers: J.M.M. Raud (D.-R. Blin)
   This horse has not been seen again for 91 days now. It would make an appearance to start running again. Eliminated for honourable places, let’s follow its races.

6. César Cédrat
   3a 10a (19) 8a 7a 2a 4a
   RECORD: 2900 1'14"4 3m G8 83,890 39/1
   Drivers: B. Marie (F. Chev)
   Its 3rd place last time is encouraging. It registers 4 out of 6 at Amiens and would be at ease on this track.

7. Boy de Rebomard
   Da Da Da (19) 10a 5a 5a
   RECORD: 2900 1'12"8 3m G9 84,300 70/1
   Drivers: P. Terry (M. Nelarge)
   Nothing to good to its credit since the beginning of the year. It would not thrill many. But registers 1 outing on this track: 1st.

8. Cool des Plaines
   3a 3a (19) 10a 1a 4a
   RECORD: 2900 1'13"9 3m G8 85,220 10/1
   Drivers: C. Chenu (D. Nelarge)
   It has just realised a second third consecutive place, in form and well placed, it would play an important role in this race. To be followed keenly.

9. Uccio D’Alvio
   8a Da Da (19) 9a 4a 8a
   RECORD: 2925 1'11"4 3m M7 108,472 44/1
   Drivers: F. Ourie (S. Le Lorgny)
   Better performance last time after two disqualification with 2 horses, it presents itself for the first time on this track. Call for caution.

10. J.S. Apollo
   7a 11a (19) 7a 1a 2a 4a
   RECORD: 2925 1'12"6 3m G8 111,967 55/1
   Drivers: B. Goop (J. Speltig)
   It registers more victories (12) than places (8). Confirmed in this category, we are right to expect a beautiful performance.

11. Buxus Calendes
   (19) 7a 10a 4a 8a 6a 7a
   RECORD: 2925 1'14"0 3m G9 138,390 72/1
   Drivers: V. Collard (V. Collard)
   Not seen again for 78 days, it is realising a comeback without much visibility against its present opponents. Let’s be cautious about being enthusiastic on its candidacy.

12. Beslosie Verderie
   5a 1a 6a 11a (19) 0a 0m
   RECORD: 2925 1'13"4 3m F9 163,530 22/1
   Drivers: J.-W. Hallais (E. Cosset-Hardy)
   Its performances are worthy of interest. In its category, it would still realise its value and grab a place. Let’s retain this horse.

13. Vasterbo Hard Cash
   6a Da Da (19) 8a 11a 1a
   RECORD: 2925 1'11"8 3m M8 167,108 8/1
   Drivers: B. Goop (S2 Consulting AB)
   Its place on the foot of the podium last time might create doubts. Going by its value on January 9 at Cagnes-sur-Mer, it is said to be difficult to beat.

14. Cagnard de Betton
   7a 8a 2a (19) 1a 10a Om
   RECORD: 2925 1'12"8 3m G8 167,290 25/1
   Drivers: J.-L. Bigeon (J.-L. Bigeon)
   It is going through a delicate period with its last poor outings. On a fortunate day, it has resources to grab a place at beautiful odd. Let’s retain it.

15. Basco de Villodon
   9a 7a (19) 7a 3a 5a 6a
   RECORD: 2925 1'13"9 3m F6 167,790 16/1
   Drivers: P. Dessartre (P. Dessartre)
   It has not been barefooted since May 2019 and a victory at Chaillans. Its form being unstable. Let’s watch out.

16. Tellmestory
   6a Da Da (19) 2a 6a 4a
   RECORD: 2925 1'11"8 3m G8 168,404 28/1
   Drivers: B. Goop (T. Polyachenko)
   It concluded with resources in a recent Quinté and deserves credit at least for the places. Well placed at the bottom of the table, we give it our confidence.